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From now on we will be issuing all of our magazines under the title of ASIAN
MISSION rather than doing 2 different magazines. We will still continue with
our articles and news from ACTI in the ASIAN MISSION, and trust that you will
continue to pray for us and the people trained here.
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Art by Andrea Armstrong

E D IT O R IA L
It’s about training…..
At ACTI we go through many phases of learning. As
residential trainers, Henry and I also do not just train, but we
learn a lot from the trainees who come in from all over Asia
and beyond, from the other staff as we interact on a daily
basis, from the other lecturers coming through ACTI, and
from the “cross-cultural-mix” as a whole.
Life is really about learning, and growing as we learn.
Missionaries are many times faced with much different
challenges and learning times than others, but also must rise
to those challenges and allow the Lord to use them to make
us more like Him and to make us more effective in our ministries and relationships. We also need to
learn how to be equipped to face these challenges in life and ministry in other cultures.
In this issue, we are sharing with you aspects of ACTI that you may or may not have known.
Helen Loong, a former ACTI Dean’s wife, shares some of her experiences
and challenges as a trainer at ACTI.
We have also included some testimonies and interviews from various ACTI
alumni. They share with us what ACTI has meant to them and what value
the training here has been to them and their lives and ministry. I hope you
are encouraged as you see how your prayers have used ACTI in the lives of these alumni.
Dr. Jonathan Lewis of World Evangelical Alliance presents a realistic picture of what often happens
when a person enters into ministry without adequate training.
As many of you will not have the opportunity to see or experience ACTI personally, we have written
down some of the challenges that the trainees coming to ACTI will face – which are also the
challenges they will most likely face when they move on into the culture in which their ministry is.
We ask for your continued prayers for our trainees and staff, and for the alumni of ACTI – that we
will all continue to learn and grow with the challenges being faced on a daily basis.
Using 6 Chinese Proverbs, Stan Nussbaum challenges those entering ministry and those involved in
training others to pursue and invest in training and equipping.
As you read about what ACTI is here for and can give, maybe there is someone you know who is
going into a cross-cultural ministry or work or if you yourself are possibly thinking of training –
consider what preparation at ACTI or another cross-cultural school can assist you with. We firmly
believe that adaptation to another culture will be much smoother with some cross-cultural training.

Janet Armstrong
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Wearing Different Hats
by Helen Loong

Many of you will or already hold positions of responsibility at home or abroad - invisible or visible places of leadership and
influence. In the world of modern missions, roles are changing and growing as opportunities expand before us. In these
twenty-five years or so, I’ve seen that of all the roles God has placed me in, rarely were they comfortable, and yet they
served to place me in a posture of complete and utter need of God’s enabling power from moment to moment. Through all
of the challenges and through all of the paths, He taught me about Himself and gave me the awesome privilege of
experiencing just a few of the different tasks and responsibilities that face us who build up the body of Christ. (Ephesians
4:11, 12)
Growing up as an only child, I was not required to do domestic chores, though I did learn to cook simple meals for myself
when my mother came home late from work. As a young mother, I learned to make my home comfortable and neat, send
my daughters to school and keep them company as they finished their homework before going to bed. Even in Taiwan, my
life remained fairly low key as I reached out to neighbors and continued to function largely as a stay-at-home mother.
When Titus and I were appointed as missionaries, I understood that we were a ministry team, serving along-side each
other. How my life and the responsibilities expanded within that team when we moved from countryside Taiwan to urban
Singapore! All of a sudden, there was a sharp turn in the learning curve. I had to sit up and hold onto my seat as I rode
along -I became a small time “librarian”. One of my first responsibilities in the missionary training community (ACTI) was to take
care of the library. I am not a detail oriented person, but my coach, Mrs. Leone Taylor was. Previously, I had always
wondered what difference it would make if I typed a 'comma' or a 'semi-colon'! I now needed to learn all that, and In
addition, to learn how to manually type library cards.
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Becoming a “van driver” was the next thing. Some of the trainees who rode in
the van were quite nervous, as they were better drivers than I was, but only
residents of Singapore, such as myself, were allowed to drive this vehicle.
One year, we became “house movers”. The entire ACTI community had to be
moved to a different location. The process of shifting from the Adam Road campus to Rose Lane, Katong,
was like an Exodus! Our cook, Dorcas’ husband, Peter, borrowed a long lorry for this occasion. Dr Taylor
came to pray for us; Carol Gunzel from Taiwan was supposed to teach English but she became the baby sitter
and the Chief - supervising the new site while Titus and I made sure people and furniture were loaded properly
into the lorries and cars. Needless to say, as a 'non detail person' I did not mark most of the items, and there
was some loss, including a very valuable wood carving and Singapore cash.
At ACTI I was a “supervisor over household logistics” in a community of 30. For 10 years, as the Dean's
wife, I was responsible to keep the facilities running and presentable. I supervised a domestic helper who
cleaned and a cook who served this big home of trainees and children. I discovered that assigning jobs for
others is a job in itself! I formed a habit to notice when garden plants needed weeding, chairs needed
painting, and the van needed washing, not to mention making sure the bed sheets and curtains, the kitchen
and toilets were also cleaned. It was like running a 24-hour hostel on a tight budget.
I realized too, that while I was supervising, I was also a “role model” to all the
trainees who closely watched how I did things and how I reacted to circumstances.
In short, I taught myself to (reasonably) create chores to keep to keep everyone
occupied and cooperative.
I became a “mentor/employer”. A good boss must attempt to disciple your
employee, or so I told myself. When Yuliana came to ACTI she hardly spoke
English and was very, very shy. The process of adjustment was something she
struggled with, and we had to be patient with her. Soon, she got over her culture shock and was actually quite
expressive and active. Through sharing and praying together, and closely observing Yuliana day in and day
out, I realized how lonely a girl like her must be, far away from her homeland.
I was a “learner”. My husband and I were just “Titus” and “Helen”. We knew that new Asian missionaries
would find it difficult to step down from their previous position of respect such as “Reverend” or “Doctor” in their
home countries, but we as leaders modeled how to become as one of them. They then began to feel free to
correct our language and ways of life. I had trainees tell me to my face that I was wrong, and they in turn also
allowed me to correct them. We were a learning community. As years progressed, trainees told their kids to
call us 'gung gung' and 'po po'. (And four years ago we became real grandparents!) We continue to teach in
various missionary training courses although we are not serving as residential trainers.
We related and we served: Any secret of serving as trainers? Well, Titus and I prayed together daily before
we met our community. We would pray again quite often at the end of the day, or even in the middle of the
night. Who are we to train others? Did we not make mistakes, like them? What would they remember of us? I
do not think it is the lectures, rather, it is how we relate to one another as a couple, as family, and as a team of
co-workers. I even think that they can learn from our mistakes!
As a community we launched together into the unknown through prayer. I realized the truth lay in the fact that
everyone in ACTI knew we were launching into the unknown, with all kinds of obstacles. Only God knew our
future, and we clung close together through prayer. By prayer we shared in the joy of families going out to the
mission field. By prayer we were able to solve problems of misunderstanding, sicknesses were healed,
missing articles found, the kids were kept safe. God is good to us all.
Helen Loong is the wife of a former ACTI dean, Dr. Titus Loong. They served at ACTI from
1987 to1990, and are now missionary trainers in Hong Kong-Macau with CCT (a cross cultural
training program under the HK Association of Christian Mission). She is North Asia Regional
Leader and heads the Hong Kong division of Women of Global Action. Helen has co-authored
several books with Titus in Chinese on missions and writes about Women and Missions for a
Chinese mission magazine.
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WHAT DID I
LEARN AT ACTI
TESTIMONIES OF ACTI ALUMNI
Kedoungulo Mero

(alumnus 2002 from Nagaland)

My time and life at ACTI occupies a very special place in my life and
ministry. Since it was my first exposure to cross-cultural missionary
training, almost all the training and resources imparted turned out to be
great eye-openers for me as a missionary and a mission leader.
One of the things that I learned from ACTI which helped me most in my
present ministry is the sessions on “Team Building” where we were
taught to understand the individual strengths, identify the interpersonal
needs of our team members and also enable us to understand more
our natural leadership style and how to modify our style to meet the changing situations and needs.
One benefit was from my ACTI paper. It has certainly equipped me with helpful strategies for
promoting missions in the local churches in which I am presently involved.
Sessions on “understanding spiritual gifts” is one of the unique contributions of ACTI in my personal
life and ministry. The resource materials on the spiritual gifts are great assets to my ministry in
helping to motivate and mobilize believers to use their spiritual gifts for missions enterprises.
In regards to the community life at ACTI, I have learned much about humility and servant leadership
qualities from the faculty and staff of ACTI.
Besides other valuable lessons for cross-cultural ministry ACTI prepared me in developing my loverelationship with Christ and increasing my love for the people with whom I minister. Through ACTI
God taught me to be more humble, faithful, and sincere, and to depend on Him more and more in
every step of my life and ministry.
________________________________________________________________________________

Scholarship FUND
Many ACTI trainees come from countries where they cannot afford the cost of training.
Yet, the combination of residential cross-cultural living and top quality lecturing
makes ACTI an invaluable step in their preparation for ministry.
We are relying on the Lord to help defray expenses for these potential cross-cultural workers
through concerned individuals and churches from wealthier countries.
Please consider prayerfully if God would have you invest in building a firm foundation
for their future ministries by contributing to our scholarship fund. It is money well invested.
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Holly Rose Goh

Anonymous interview

(alumnus 2000 from Singapore)

(alumnus from Singapore)

I was able to settle into Cambodia very well
because of the training I received in ACTI.
There were many times when I got into
conflict with other missionaries of other
nationalities, and I would remember what
was shared at ACTI. I would pray and tell
God that I needed more grace to survive
and I remembered that it is normal that such
things happen.

How ACTI has been beneficial to you?
ACTI provided me with a good introduction to
possible challenges and issues that one must
consider when working cross-culturally. My favorite
topic was on contextualizing the good news in
different cultures. ACTI gave me a good overview of
important issues like culture shock and re-entry. I've
learned to see missions with a broader perspective.

I became more aware and understood why
many agencies have some rules - to protect
the interest of the people around them. I
also learned to remember that we are here
on the mission field to serve the locals and
not to impose our culture and "civilised way
of doing things" on them. So I had to learn
to blend in and use what was Godly practice
and not the way I knew how to do it in my
own country. My expectations too are more
realistic after the ACTI training for the
mission field. I would really recommend
others to attend this training before they go
into their new field of ministry.

“I would
remember
what was
shared
at ACTI”

Or perhaps how you think we should or
could change the course?
As a Singaporean, one thing we missed out was the
chance to live in a different country for the training.
So we missed out on the actual stress of having to
live “overseas”. Because we had the advantage of
the language and culture, I think the trainees from
other countries benefited more in this respect.
Nonetheless, the residential stay was good to bring
out the stress of community living and at least some
“comforts” were missing. That helped in preparing
me for the field.
Was there anything at ACTI that was
especially helpful for your transition to
your place in a new culture?
The continuing relationship with the trainers and
support received after we left ACTI were beneficial in
that it helped to put in perspective some of the
challenges that I have had to face and deal with.
Did you learn more from the classroom or
from the interpersonal living aspect?
I learned more from the interpersonal aspects. I
especially enjoyed my sharing with the trainers as
well as the lecturers that came to share of their
experiences. One thing I liked also was the sharing
of personal testimonies by the trainees.
What impacted your life the most from
ACTI?
The role models we observed. The personal lives
and the sacrifices of the trainers and lecturers are
what impacted me most.
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Vekuvolu Dozo
(alumnus 2006 from Nagaland)

The training I went through at ACTI gave me
deeper insights not only for my work on the
field, but also for my personal relationship
with the Lord Jesus Christ.
Living with six different countries represented,
with more than fifteen different personalities
was a strange challenge. This diversity of
cultures, likings, personalities and behaviours,
plus the process of
learning to work
together in such a
cross-cultural situation
was profitable for my
future ministry in a new
culture. To practice and
relate in the given
context what was being
taught and learned
proved to be challenging and valuable. We
had no other option than to live together as a
family. It took me several weeks to realize
that we were one family, even though we
came from different backgrounds. We
developed close relationships throughout the

training course. I felt a “belonging” to the
group as a family and community, and felt I
could share my struggles with them and ask
for prayer support.
One major challenge I learned at ACTI was
the deep concern for personal renewal and
learning to be more focused on hearing the
voice of God rather than just seeking man’s
direction.
The uniqueness of ACTI has contributed a lot
of practical skills to my field ministry. Building
trust and
building reliable
relationships
with team
members and
local people are
priorities I
learned from the
lecturers.

“I hear, I forget.
I see, I remember.
I do, I understand.”

Fruitful and faithful living is more important
that making a successful ministry. I also
learned what it means to make the most of the
time God has given. There is a proverb that
describes what I learned at ACTI: “I hear, I
forget. I see, I remember. I do, I understand.”

_________________________________________________________________________________

Bai Eun Young

Gary & Ruth Weston

(alumnus 2004 from Korea)

(alumni 1985 from Australia)

I found that the ACTI course was helpful to me
in adjusting to a new culture – Cambodia. I
had experienced crossing cultures before
coming to Cambodia, but this was the first
time for me in going with a mission in a crosscultural context. Because of the training I
received at ACTI, it was easier to make myself
flexible and be able to contextualize within the
culture on the field. However, there were
many things that I did not expect to face on
the mission field, and these can not be
covered in the lecture room. I see that no one
comes to a mission field because he or she is
a full-grown missionary, but rather the person
grows and is made a missionary on the field.

How has ACTI benefited us? Mostly through
the first-hand experience of interacting and
fellowshipping, praying, laughing, crying and
living with people from another culture
different to our own. It is important not to let
trainees merely categorize foreigners or
stereotype people from cultures not their own.
ACTI's main strength is that students learn
from experience how to relate cross-culturally.
Giving them a few tools to understand other
cultures is the most important thing you can
do. We definitely learned more from the
"interpersonal living aspect" than the ACTI
classroom.
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Missionary
Cyclops?
One-eyed lessons from a Missionary Trainer
by Dr. Jonathan Lewis

When due to recent eye surgery I had
to wear a patch over one eye, my son
promptly dubbed me “Cyclops.”
As a missionary trainer, I’ve reflected on
some parallels between my one-eyed
experience and that of an untrained
missionary. Because I had lost vision on one
side, I often bumped into people,
doorframes and other obstacles. Likewise,
an untrained missionary will also be unsure
of where he is headed. Entering a new
culture is never easy, but pre-field training
in language and culture learning help guide
the experience and do give a decided
advantage in avoiding a number of cultural
knocks and embarrassments.
Another effect of being one-eyed was loss
of depth perception. During one meal, I
scooped up a serving spoon full of raviolis
and tried to serve them onto a plate my son
was holding up, only to miss completely!
Fortunately, they landed on my wife’s plate
instead of all over the table. Untrained
missionaries often assume that what they
“see” is reality. Lack of training means they
operate on false assumptions leading to
actions that lack insight or sensitivity. This
can hinder their work immensely.
Being one-eyed also meant I could not drive
with its corresponding loss of independent
action and control. I couldn’t even help get
the kids to school.

Lack of adequate training means loss of
control over your experience. Someone
else is in the driver’s seat (maybe “chaos”
or “had-knocks”) and that often leads to
frustration, ineffectiveness or failure.
Cross-cultural training equips a missionary
to become a learner and a belonger in a new
culture. Don’t go to the field as a
missionary Cyclops. Be sure you get the
cross-cultural training you need to be
effective in another culture.
_________________________
Jonathan Lewis was born in Argentina and is a
third generation missionary. He and his wife Dawn
and four children served as missionaries from
1976-1997 in Honduras, Peru, Mexico, Argentina.
The development of ministry training resources
and programs has been the predominant thread in
their’ ministry. With a vision to support and train
those involved in the emerging missions movement
in Latin America, they developed the World
Mission course in Spanish, first published in
Argentina, promoted missionary training, and
helped establish the Center for Cross-Cultural
Missionary Training. For five years, the Lewises
lived in Canada and helped develop the Gateway
Missionary Training Centre, while Jon also initiated
the ACTS Intercultural Ministry Centre at Trinity
Western University and
taught in their crosscultural ministries
program. He continues
with his commitment to
missionary training,
working with International
Missionary Training
Network.
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LESSONS FROM SOUTH AFRICA
by Henry Armstrong
The World Evangelical Alliance Missions
Commission held its tri-annual conference in
South Africa, June 18 – 24, and I was
privileged to be one of the almost 300
delegates invited to attend. Between some
generous individuals and a grant from ACTI,
my expenses for the conference and travel
were all met, for which I am very grateful.
This opportunity of meeting together with
world missions leaders was a highlight for
me. It helped me to get a better vision of
what is happening around the world, as well
as gave me a “hands-on” look at missionary
training. I was introduced to new friends from
various continents and believe I was also
able to encourage some brothers and sisters
in the Lord, as I also was encouraged by
some of them.
In addition to all the opportunities to talk and
fellowship with mission leaders from around
the world, we were also treated to some very
creative and powerful exposition
of God’s Word by Dr. Zac
Niringiye, an Anglican Bishop
from Uganda.*

workshops I was assigned. During our
workshops I got to interact with individuals
from various countries concerning the
challenges facing training schools. As I heard
others talking about their programs I realized
that though ACTI cannot really compete at the
academic level that perhaps some other
schools are, yet we have a very significant role
in that our school provides a very personal
multi-cultural community living experience,
which some of them cannot do. As well, ACTI
is filling a need which many other schools do
not meet, that of providing cross-cultural
training to various small groups from
developing countries here in S.E. Asia.
As I look at the values of the International
Missionary Training Network, I see a very
strong affirmation of what is happening at
ACTI. We believe that training should be
transformational and geared to more than just
the acquisition of knowledge. Both trainers
and trainees should be transformed to become

training should be transformational
and geared to more than just
the acquisition of knowledge

Through this man’s anointed
speaking we were able to look
at some significant passages
of Scripture from angles that
we North Americans might not discover on
our own. Hearing a fresh perspective from an
African source each morning was as
refreshing as the cool weather we had each
evening! This was also a reminder of the
need to contextualize the gospel. People
from different cultural backgrounds may look
at the gospel from various perspectives... and
find differing ways to express the same truth.
It was very encouraging to meet with leaders
of the International Missionary Training
Network (part of the WEA MC) to whose
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more like the image of Christ. The training
methodology should include formal, informal
and non-formal types of training, which means
the learning takes place just as much outside
of the classroom as in it. Training should equip
the whole person, giving an increase in
understanding, ministry competence and
character development, (sometimes referred to
as head, hands and heart). Added to this is
the concept that ministry training is all about
helping people strengthen relationships....
starting with the ability to relate to themselves.

A healthy self-image is needed because ministry
is more about who you are than what you do.
Intimate relationships with family and friends are
also important, as is our relationship to the world
around us. No matter where we are in the world,
we must be able to relate to the community, the
government, the workplace. And tying these all
together is the most important relationship - with
God. This relationship defines who we are, what
we do, and how we do it. This relationship
persuades us to seek to help our trainees become
servant leaders.

Henry at the top of a hill overlooking the centre in
South Africa where the conference was held.

I came back from this conference with a
renewed confidence that ACTI is playing a
significant role in the church in Asia, even if
our numbers are small. The conference also
gave me a greater appreciation for the many
wonderful people who teach here. Many of
them share these same ideals I have just
mentioned, and the trainees always feel they
are learning much more than just head
knowledge from the classes. When trainers /
lecturers share coffee or tea breaks with the
trainees, or stay for the noon meal before
going back to their busy schedules, it often
gives opportunity for exchange of ideas and
real life experiences. Trainees are getting
much more than just theory. Through the
daily interaction with fellow trainees, staff and
visiting lecturers, one's horizons are
stretched to include many thoughts and
ideas from other cultures, and a person is
forced to admit that just because "that's the
way we do things in our culture" does not
necessarily mean that this is the best way to
do those things in every culture. We are
made aware of our differences and
peculiarities in a safe and friendly
environment. May God cause us at ACTI to
continue to learn from others and to become
more like His Son.

* You can listen to the devotionals from Dr. Zac Niringiye, on the WEA website:
( http://www.worldevangelicalalliance.com/commissions/mc/mc_southafrica/)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Enjoying a “cultural meal” at ACTI – 7 different cultures represented
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ACTI WEBSITE
Our website is BEING UPGRADED
Please note the e-mail addresses.
Web site:
www.acti-singapore.org
E-mail addresses:
admin@acti-singapore.org
alumni@acti-singapore.org
dean@acti-singapore.org

ACTI 2007 Course Schedule
We welcome applications for these training sessions!
1st Intake

January 11 – April 11

2nd Intake

August – November 2007 (To be announced)
______________________

Application forms are available online at

www.acti-singapore.org
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ACTI –

31st batch

…MEET OUR TRAINEES
31st Batch: July – October 2006
With the challenges of meeting with some restrictions and travel difficulties, the trainees at
ACTI this term only number 4 in all. We are glad to have here at ACTI, the following:

Nguyen Duc Huy (wife & daughter at home) – from Vietnam
Neitho-o Yimsung (wife & son at home) – from Nagaland, North India
Keren Sashya Moses – from Southern India
Gloria Khoo – from Singapore
13

Some see cross-cultural training as a waste of time. Many are seeing a need for more and better training.

WHY CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING?

• The world is very quickly becoming more and more multi-cultural – we need to keep up. Because of all
this cultural diversity, people who are working with or in other cultures will be lost without sufficient
knowledge and training in the area of cultural issues.
• There is a financial cost involved in sending workers to another culture. Wisdom in how we “invest” in
those who are going and any training helps make sure that there will be less premature return of workers.
• It is a known fact in the working world that over half the workers going into other cultures do not receive
formal cross-cultural training. Most are not able to manage the cultural differences. Families also will most
likely not receive any training and help, causing an even greater difficulty in adjusting to another culture.
• Workers who struggle with culture shock will suffer and have a negative impact on the productivity and
reputation of their organization.
• Over 50% of cross-cultural workers will not finish their “contracts” – unable to handle cultural differences.
• People will make many mistakes, some of which can be quite detrimental to them and the ministry.

WHAT BENEFIT IS
CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING?

• Trained workers are more effective and productive.
• Cross-cultural training will reduce the stress and
pressure of culture shock and adaptation for the
worker (and family).
• Workers with cross-cultural training are more able to
build good relationships with those in the host
culture because they are more aware of the need for
better understanding of that culture.
• Workers with cross-cultural training are more capable in helping diminish breakdowns in communication,
therefore protecting themselves and their organization from unnecessary misunderstandings that could
lead to problems.
• Many businesses will see cross-cultural training as an investment that will bring in long-term dividend.
Organizations that provide cross-cultural training will have an advantage over the opposition.
• Many misunderstandings can be learned and dealt with in a non-threatening environment, without fear of
destroying a potential ministry. Some issues can be caught and dealt with earlier on and not brought into
the ministry where it may cause problems.

• Training in cross-cultural living and ministry can diminish many concerns, pave the way for a better
introduction into a new culture, and provide ease of working and ministering to others of different cultural
backgrounds.
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Lack of adequate training means
loss of control over your experience

________________________________
_______________________________________________

Preparation for Cross-cultural living
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Challenges

There are challenges trainees may face while studying at ACTI. They can differ from person to person,
as some experience greater or different challenges than others, depending on personalities, but more
often depending on the greatness of the diversity between their culture and the ACTI “multi-culture”.

Accommodations:
Because ACTI is set up similar to a dormitory style, it is often challenging to some to have to live in
this type of setting, with people always around and no real place to call “home” where the trainee
can do what he/she wishes. For those who come from a village, the ACTI accommodations are
more than adequate and maybe even bewildering; for those who come from a city, ACTI rooms may
seem to be a very much lower standard of housing; for all trainees, ACTI must become their “home”
for 4 months, a place where they practice the challenge of living in another culture.

Food:
ACTI has an excellent experienced cook who is constantly learning to make
various dishes from other countries. We try to have a balanced diet and not
serve VERY strange foods, but there will always be some foods that have never
been tasted by trainees and which may not always be pleasing to their tastes.
For those from areas where food is steamed and not spicy, anything with chili
can be quite difficult to eat. For those who eat spicy dishes every day, any
other food will be bland and not very appetizing. Thus, it is never possible to
please all, so we just do our best, and learn to be FLEXIBLE (key word used at ACTI.)

English language:
Probably one of the greatest challenges faced for the majority of trainees
will be communication. English is the language spoken at ACTI, and each
trainee must speak English at all times whenever another ACTI person is
present, whether staff or trainee. Dealing with another language presents
many challenges. Making themselves understood is only half;
understanding other trainees, the staff and the visiting lecturers, all with
different accents, is a big hurdle to overcome. This is a good experience, because most will likely
have to deal with learning the language of the people they will be ministering to.

Personality Conflicts:
As there always is in any place or culture, different people will have different personalities, therefore
at ACTI, in the multi-cultural, multi-personality setting, there is great potential for the creation of an
atmosphere where personalities will clash. The difficulty lies not only in the fact that there can be
personality conflicts, but that every person, coming from a different culture, is therefore accustomed
to a different way of resolving conflicts. How is a conflict to be resolved between a person who is
from a culture where one deals with it by hiding the issue but talking behind and a person who is
more accustomed to confronting the other with the problem? There may be many different ways of
dealing with conflict, depending on the variety of cultures represented, therefore at ACTI a trainee
may be challenged with this issue of personality conflicts.
16

Each person’s cultural background
has shaped their world view.
All of us not only have differing values,
but also differing views
on how things should be done.
Differences:
Economic levels
Coming from up to 17 different countries in Asia (and beyond), and an even greater number
of cultural and ethnic backgrounds plus a vast variety of economic levels – living at ACTI with a
combination of many of these factors can lead to a big challenge for all involved. For those who
have been accustomed to a higher standard of living financially, seeing other trainees struggling
to make ends meet can eat at their hearts and present them with challenges they do not yet
know how to address. For those coming from a financially poor country and seeing others with
more money (with which to do and buy things), and with more electronic or modern devices,
being content with their own situation is also a challenge they must face and deal with.

Family dynamics
When a missionary trainee leaves their home and family, they bring with them the cultural ways
and methods of dealing with any family issue. Coming to ACTI they will encounter many
challenges that they will not be anticipating. A trainee may come from a culture where the
dynamics of how a family works can be significantly different from another trainee. Take for
example the children issue – some come from cultures where discipline of the children would be
vastly different from that of another trainee family. When a single person from a culture lives in
close proximity with a family from another culture, there can be many struggles with how the
children should or should not be taken care of and problems dealt with. There even can be
disparity as to whether or not it even IS a problem. This experience, though, can be quite
beneficial for learning how they will adapt to the culture they are headed for in ministry, and also
how to learn and accept the ways of the family in that culture.

Cultural
With 5 to 8 cultural backgrounds represented here at any given
time (4 backgrounds among the staff alone), ACTI is definitely a
multi-cultural school. Each person’s cultural background
has shaped their world view. All of us not only have differing
values, but also differing views on how things should be done. What is important to one may not
be so important to another; or what may be common and acceptable to one may be offensive to
another. So many things to learn and to adjust to, but this is the main reason for which ACTI
exists – to train future workers to live in another culture, and to live well! ACTI is a training
ground, where one can make mistakes and learn from it a life-lesson within a “safe” environment.
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PR O VER B S
ON MISSION TRAINING
AND EQUIPPING
by Stan Nussbaum
Here are some Chinese Proverbs that corroborate some biblical teachings about preparation for
participation in God’s mission. We commend them to brothers and sisters everywhere who are in
training, who have the high calling of training others, or who now wish they had paid more attention
to their training when they got it.

“IF YOU WANT TO SEE FARTHER,
YOU HAVE TO GO HIGHER.”
We want far-seeing missionaries, but we never get them without proper training, formation and
equipping. As we invest in training, we go higher toward the Lord on His throne and can see more
things from His perspective. This is a matter of the mind as well as the heart. We have got to
elevate the minds of people in mission (cf. Mark 12:30)

“A STRICT MASTER PRODUCES A SKILLED APPRENTICE.”
The teacher ought not to allow mediocre work, and the student ought not to expect the teacher to do
so. Since the actual situation of mission work will be extremely demanding, one cannot prepare for
it by easy work in the classroom (cf. 2 Timothy 2:2-3).

“SAVE A LITTLE EVERY DAY
AND YOU CAN BUY A HORSE IN THREE YEARS.”
Unfortunately, the vast majority of mission training resources go into pre-field training, not in-service
training. The pre-field training may be helpful, but its most important result should be producing
people who keep learning on the job, each day getting a little more insight. After ten or twenty years
of such accumulated learning, they become extremely wise and fruitful people (cf. Proverbs 18:15).

“HE WHO STANDS ON TIPTOE IS NOT STEADY.”
Many mission recruits are standing on tiptoe, eagerly straining to see when and where they will
begin their mission service. Their excitement is good, but it can have a bad effect if it causes them
to rush through their training or take it too lightly. They need to walk into mission work, not on tiptoe,
but with both feet firmly planted on the ground (cf. Proverbs 14:15).
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“IT TAKES THREE YEARS TO LEARN SOMETHING GOOD,
BUT A DAY TO LEARN SOMETHING BAD.”
The fact that training is slow and laborious should not surprise or discourage either the trainers or
the trainees. It is simply an ugly reminder of a truth we routinely say we believe in – the sinfulness
of humanity. We quickly and easily learn and copy whatever our hearts are naturally inclined
toward. It takes a lot longer to go against the grain and learn the good things that do not come so
naturally to us (cf. Romans 12:2).

“VIRTUOUS MOTHER-IN-LAW,
VIRTUOUS DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.”
A key part of life-long mission training is absorbing the character of senior missionaries, which
happens largely by sharing life with them. The structures of mission administration frequently do not
allow much opportunity for senior and junior missionaries to share life, not only expense reports.
Influence and virtue do not travel well through superficial administrative contacts. Notice that Paul
never saw himself as Timothy’s administrator (2 Timothy 3:10).
(This article is reprinted with permission from Connections, The Journal of the WEA Mission Commission, Summer 2005.)

Author with a grandson
Stan Nussbaum is staff missiologist at Global Mapping International
Research Services in Colorado Springs,USA. His life-long interest in
proverbs has led him to edit the African Proverbs CD, write two books
using American proverbs to sketch American cultural values, and
contribute a regular proverb-based column to Connections, WEA's
mission magazine.
_________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________

One of ACTI’s greatest assets is our

Trainers, staff, lecturers, trainees are from
different cultures & various backgrounds
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WHY not
CONSIDER ACTI?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn from experienced lecturers and trainers from various cultural backgrounds.
Learn to think through challenging cross-cultural situations.
Develop strategies in order to be more competent in another culture.
Learn how to learn a new language.
Practice living in “community” … one of the key elements of the Gospel.
Receive personal help and evaluation from people who have “been there”.
Learn to deal with personal problems before you get to the field.
Practice cross-cultural living and learning in a safe, non-threatening environment.

Who Should Attend?
Seminary or Bible College graduates considering cross-cultural service; tentmakers, and /or
professionals preparing for missions; career missionaries and missionary trainers.

Why Attend?
Knowing one target culture is not enough. Missionaries today face a fast-changing world
and diversified ministry opportunities – tentmakers, non-residential missionaries, urban
church-planting, international teams, holistic ministries, and the great challenge of the 10/40
Window. Today’s missionaries must be flexible, creative and spiritually strong. Training is
needed to successfully cross cultures with the gospel.
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Synopsis of the ACTI Course:
Formal: (Knowing/understanding) Lectures on cross-cultural life and ministry, missiological and
practical issues, study and research are conducted by experienced missionaries.
Nonformal: (Doing/skills) Practical/manual skills – cross-cultural community living, sports,
family nights. Ministry skills – chapels, outreach, involvement with Singapore churches.
Informal: (Being/character) This is where the bulk of the learning happens.
Relational/communication skills or abilities learned from community living - interpersonal and
family relationships, adaptation; spiritual formation.

ACTI’s Core Emphases:
The curriculum and residential living arrangements are designed to prepare today’s crosscultural worker with growth in character and competence in ministry in order to be effective in
working in another culture. With this in mind our core courses are based on 7 keys to effective
Cross-cultural ministry.
Spiritual Formation:
We must be experiencing the renewing work of the Gospel in
our own lives before preaching to others, because ministry
flows out of “being”.
Team Building:
In order to be effective in ministry,
one must be able to work together with others. Our various courses
are designed to help realize strengths and weaknesses – our own
and others’ – and how to work together as a team.
Phonetics and Linguistics:
Good communication is vital to cross-cultural work. Our ability to speak their language well will
show our hosts how much we respect their language and culture.
Cross-cultural Communication:
In order to bring good news to people of another culture we must learn to understand their
culture, their World view, their religious background - or else we may not communicate with
them as effectively as we think.
Principles of Church Planting:
All cross-cultural workers need to know the intricacies of church planting in a culture other than
their own.
Practical Case Studies:
Learning from the experiences of others; finding out what works and what doesn’t; learning
strategies for ministry.
Cultural Adaptations:
These classes are aimed at helping the cross-cultural worker and family adjust to a new culture.
Besides the 7 core emphases listed above, ACTI also teaches the following courses:
Spiritual Warfare / Intercessory Prayer
Church – Mission – Missionary Relationships
Stewardship in Missions
Communication Skills
Trends in Missions Today
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Please PRAY with us for all the

ACTI ALUMNI

scattered across Asia and beyond

Pray that they will always be sensitive to and dependent on the
leading of the Holy Spirit in all areas of life and ministry.
Pray for their ministries.
* For faithfulness in ministry.
* Pray for joy in the ministry, regardless of the circumstances. Discouragements come
quickly when situations seem to never change.

Pray for their physical needs.
* Their health and well-being. When illness and fatigue set in, it is difficult to see
beyond the physical to what the Lord is still doing in and through them.
* That they will continue to learn to adapt to their host cultures.
* That the Lord will supply ALL their needs.

Pray for the whole family.
* Their marriages. Marriages can take a beating when people are in the ministry, and
there are even greater struggles and challenges when living in another country.
* Family relationships. Missionaries are lonely – separation from elderly parents and
oftentimes children who are away at school, can bring deep loneliness to all involved.
* The children.
- Schooling needs – many struggle with what to do about schooling for their children,
especially those from countries where there is not much in their mother tongue, or if
the costs and challenges of other schooling is beyond their ability.
- Loneliness and separation challenges – if they are in boarding school or in the home
country taking further education,
- Friendships – pray for good friends for those who are in other countries with their
parents, and for those who are on their own in the home country.
- Adaptation to the mission field can be challenging for some, and for others the
challenge is returning to the parent’s country, with which the children are not familiar.
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Will missionaries sent out be ready
to face a new culture – different from their own?
Will they be equipped to face new challenges,
to know how to learn a new language,
to be effective in communicating cross-culturally
Are churches aware that many missionaries
return home prematurely
because of inadequate preparation?
No matter what role they will have, today’s missionaries must learn to be flexible, creative, and spiritually strong; and they
will need training to successfully cross cultures with the Gospel.
Asian Cross-cultural Training Institute (ACTI) offers a four-month, community-based, pre-field training course in
Singapore. With more than 250 graduates from over 17 countries serving all over the World, mainly in Asia, ACTI has a
proven track record of preparing workers for many churches and mission agencies. The training received here has
contributed significantly to their lives and ministries in their fields of service. At ACTI, mission studies and research are
integrated with cross-cultural living, prayer, and on-going spiritual formation.
If you are a Seminary or Bible College graduate, or a Christian professional preparing for missions or cross-cultural
ministry, do consider training at ACTI. We are confident you will be a more knowledgeable, effective and culturally ‘shock
absorbent’ missionary after your time at ACTI. Our lectures are given by experienced missionaries, and your interaction
with them will enhance your ministry effectiveness!

ACTI . . . Preparing
Tomorrow’s
Missionaries
For more information:
Please contact us at:
Dean: Rev. Henry Armstrong
Asian Cross-Cultural Training Institute
11 Pasir Ris Drive 2, Singapore 518458
Tel: (65) 6583-0085
Fax: (65) 6583-0084
Email: admin@acti-singapore.org
Web: www.acti-singapore.org
Gifts/Cheques should be made payable to
Asian Christian Training Centre

Asian Cross-Cultural
Training Institute
Magazine
Editor: Janet Armstrong
ACTI MISSION is a journal published quarterly by Asian CrossCultural Training Institute (ACTI). ACTI provides an intensive
post-seminary and pre-field training course designed for crosscultural missionaries. Subscription to the journal is by freewill
offering. Suggested amount is S$15 per year for local readers and
S$30 per year for overseas readers. This will help cover cost of
printing and postage. Cheques should be made payable to ASIAN
CROSS-CULTURAL TRAINING INSTITUTE in Singapore
Dollars only.

Response Slip
Yes, I would like to have a part in the work at ACTI
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for the Scholarship Fund
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for the ACTI Maintenance Fund
Enclosed is my gift of _________________ for Asian Mission/ ACTI News Bulletin
I would like to be on your mailing list
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